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Vaga Municipal Office
Hammershaimbsvegur 1
360-Sandavágur
TLF: +298 34 44 00
FAX: +198 33 34 70
E-mail: vaga@vaga.fo
Website: www.vaga.fo

VISIT VAGAR
Flogvøllurin 2
380-Sørvágur
TLF: +298 33 34 55
E-mail: vagar@vagar.fo
Website: www.visitvagar.fo

VAGA WAR-MUSEUM
Leitisvegur 58
370-Miðvágur
TLF: +298 22 19 40
E-mail: kjn@olivant.fo
Website: www.ww2.fo

Vagar is a delightful and interesting place to go for a walk. 
Here are many paths to choose from. Besides the wonder-
ful experiences in our diverse and beautiful nature a walk 
will stimulate both body and soul.
In this map we have chosen to show some of the possibili-
ties. Come join us for a walk with a local guide and get lost 
more details on our stories. VISIT VAGAR

For more information and stories visit:
www.vagaturist.com

Timetable for transportation can be found at: 
www.ssl.fo

All GMS numbers are found at www.kortal.fo

Vagar during the occupation
The largest troop movement to the Faroe Islands during the second 
world war was for the building of the airport in the summer of 1942. 
The initial occupation in 1940 was nothing in comparison to the 
impact the increase of soldiers had on the local population of Vagar 
in 1942. At its peak, there were around 8.000 soldiers on the island 
and just over 2.000 villagers.

The officers lived 
in Miðvág. Col Ad-
amson who was the 
commanding officer, 
lived in the rectory. 
Everyone was issued 
a pass and a gas mask. 
The pass was used on 
a daily basis, the mask 
was fortunately never 
used.

Some remains from the war
On ‘Níputrøð’     are the bases for 8 telegraph antennas. They were 
around 90 feet high and were surrounded by barbed-wire.  There 
was always an armed guard and no one was allowed near. These 
antennas were connected to the air-traffic control tower and other 
antennas around the islands.
When the transport ship carrying coal had not made it to the Faroe 
Islands, alternatives for fuel had to be found. The villagers had sheds 
for storing      turf, which were requestioned. When a normal house-
hold used around 200-300 loads of turf in a year, and there were 
around 300 households on the Island, it had a resounding impact on 
the winter supply of fuel. When the coal ship finally did arrive, the 
people were given one sack of coal 
for every three sacks of turf.
One day when some people were out 
gathering turf, a German plane came 
so close to them that they could 
clearly see the pilots. They threw 
them selves behind a stone-wall be-
cause they did not know if the plane 
would open fire or not. Luckily it did 
not shoot but flew on. When they 
came home they heard that the ship 
‘Vesturvarið’ had been bombed in 
Sørvág. It had also shot a salvo off in 

Trælanípan
( GMS: X= -7º13’48,37”  Y= 62º1’16,06” )
‘Trælanípan’ ( Slave-cliff ) is a promontory, more then 130 meters 
straight down in to the Atlantic ocean. The name supposedly de-
rives from pagan times when it was used to dispose of old or use-
less slaves. Legend goes that they blindfolded them and forced them 
over the side. This has never been substantiated.

Chester camp
( GMS: X= -7º12’54,49”  Y= 62º2’36,16” )
In order to defend the airport and the seaplane-port the allies set 
up defensive positions at ‘Gróthústanga’. It was named ‘Chester 
Camp’. It had four 8” cannons, anti-aircraft guns and ‘wire-shoot-
ers’. There was also a air-raid shelter and two ammunition stores, 
around 20 barracks and a mess-hall. It was the responsibility of the 
Royal Artillery to defend the base. Between 400 and 500 soldiers 
were stationed there.

The allied memorial cemetery
( GMS: X= -7º12’20,19”  Y= 62º2’44,94” )
At the allied memorial cemetery there stand 14 headstones guard-
ing the last resting place of soldiers who lost their lives during the 
war. Most of them died in work related accidents, and one airplane 
crashed in Trongisvág where five men lost their lives. They to are 
buried there.

to the village. No one had been killed, but one man had the tip of his 
cap shot off, whilst he was wearing it.

Ground braking radar station at Trælanípan
A radar station had been constructed at       ‘Trælanípan’ and experi-
ments were undertaken to test the technology.  The station was con-
cealed inside a tent. Because of the unique weather conditions here 
in the Faroe Islands the radar had some difficulty being accurate 
when the wind, rain, snow or other was more then the equipment 
could handle. One day, some smart fellow suggested that building a 
house in the lower end of the radar, and constructing a canvas cover 
for the top would maybe solve the problem. The development of 
this system was done at Trælanípu and was a precursor to the mod-
ern dome that now covers large radar antennas and satellite dishes. 
Supposedly the radar at Trælanípan was one of only two that the al-
lied possessed during the war. The other one was in England. From 
the Radar Station in the Faroe Islands, it was now possible to see 
clearly all the way over to Norway. It was such a closely guarded 
secret that there was a double guard all day every day and the whole 
area was surrounded by land mines and explosives, so that if there 

was any chance that it might be compromised they could blow the 
whole thing up.

At the lake shore there is a      ‘concrete wharf’. It was to accommo-
date the supplies and troops for the area. In the beginning of the oc-
cupation the army did not have all the equipment they needed and all 
the weapons, so they improvised wood cannons, anti aircraft guns, 
foxholes, pillboxes and such, all over the Faroe Islands. Miðvágur 
was no exeption, out by    ‘Bøsdalafoss’ there was a wood cannon. 

Pirates ravage Vagar
Many pirates, especially French, Irish and north african, have all 
sacked villages in the Faroe Islands. In order to defend themselves 
the villagers built guardhouses to keep a watchful eye, if any ships 
were on their way. They would also find caves to hide in and con-
struct hidden houses deep in the mountains. The pirates would often 
outnumber the villagers 10 to 1 and they had weapons, and the vil-
lagers had no chance in a direct confrontation. A man in Suðuroy 
called Jóannes once killed an Irish pirate. The Irish pirates wanted 
retribution and scoured the islands for him. He had fled to Miðvág 
and was only known as the Irishman.

The French cavern at Kumlar 
( GMS: X= -7º11’23,8”  Y= 62º2’46,33” )
In the days when the pirates plundered, there was a hole or cavern 
behind some large boulders by the old settlement. There, the elderly 
who could not walk so far or run fast could remain hidden.

The Reynsatind house
( GMS: X= -7º11’55,32”  Y= 62º4’57,02” )
The foundation of a house that the people would use to hide from 
pirates in. It even had a special chute to cool down the smoke from 
the fire as not to give away their position.

The Reynsatind cave
( GMS: X= -7º11’10,07”  Y= 62º4’53,19” )
On the cliff-side of Reynsatind there is a cave. Well hidden from 
plain view, here, people would hide from the pirates. They would 
also have a storage of provisions hidden within the cave. 

A 8 kilometre uphill walk. One path to walk is along ‘Hýsisá’ up to ‘Føs-
tuvarða’ and then straight up till ‘Reynsatind’

The shepherd from Sondum
Two troll Sisters lived by ‘Fjallavatn’ ( Mountain lake ). One by ‘Tor-
mansgjógv’   1  ( Thormans gully ) and the other by  2  ‘Húsagjógv’ 
( House gully ). The troll-woman in Húsagjógv upon washing her 
finest red dress, put it on a large stone called   3  ‘the table’ to dry. At 
this time the shepherd from Sandavág came riding close by. 

The shepherd stole the red dress and rode like the wind for home. 
The Troll-woman saw this and calls her sister, but she was lazy, and 
pretended to be injured. So the first sister had to try and catch the 
shepherd by her self. 

When the shepherd reached ‘Vatnsbrekku’ ( Lake-hill ) he and his 
horse were tiring. So, on the hill there ran a small stream, and they 
both drank from it. The shepherd said, “This repaired my soul”. 
And since that day the stream has been called  4  ‘Sálarbótará’ 
( Soul repair stream ) ( GMS: X= -7º18’40,67”  Y= 62º7’20,13” ). 

The troll-woman was still chasing him and was gaining on him. The 
horse was now rested a bit, and ran up the hillside with ease. How-
ever, when the shepherd arrived at  5  ‘Føstuvarða’ 
( Passover-cairn ) ( GMS: X= -7º12’31,96”  Y= 62º3’23,82” ) 

The troll-woman had gained so much on him that she could reach 
the red dress, and pulled on it. The dress gave way, and tore in to two 
pieces. The shepherd made off with one of the sleeves. The troll-
woman could not continue the chase because she could now see the 
church in Miðvág. 

The sleeve was so large that even when cut in to four, there was 
enough material to cover all alters in the four churches on the Island.
 ( Hammershaimb )

Around 10 kilometre walk, flat and easy. There are cairns to guide the 
way. Around ‘Fjallavatn’ are a lot of small brooks, recommend boots.
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Reynsatindur, and the cave.

The view from inside the cave at ‘Reynsatind’.

“During the war”, recreation model by Petur Jákup Haraldsen. 

Leitisvatn, Trælanípa and Bøsdalafossur
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Soldiers arriving on ships.

Soldiers at ‘Kirkjar’ in Miðvág. 
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‘The table’  at Húsagjógv.

A popular walk is north to ‘Antinisfjall’ ( Antinis-
mountain ) and ‘Urðargjógv’ ( Urðar-gully ). Often 
referred to as the Grand Canyon of the Faroe Islands.

The track from the horse in ‘Sálarbótará’.

historical walks
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